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History Vocabulary Progression Map

Year 1

Topic Changes within living memory The lives of significant people More lives of significant people

Words children should 
already know past, old, today, change, baby, same, different past, same, different, change past, same, different, change 

Tier 2 Vocabulary toddler, timeline, present, compare, memory legacy, inspire, revealed, explore, similar legacy, inspire, pioneer, explore, similar 

Tier 3 Vocabulary community, tills, supermarket, customer, bakery fossil, documentary, significant, naturalist, expedition fossil, documentary, significant, naturalist, expedition

Year 2

Topic Events beyond living memory Significant historical events, people and places 
in their own locality Revisit events beyond living memory

Words children should 
already know king, town, waterproof, baker, ordered, burning, fire local, king, town, market king, town, waterproof, baker, ordered, burning, fire 

Tier 2 Vocabulary bustling, raged, extinguished, merchant, engulfed jockey, chronology, memorial, devastated, converted, 
founded bustling raged extinguished merchant engulfed 

Tier 3 Vocabulary flammable, devoured, possessions, ineffective, doused 
monarch, common, code, coat of arms, racecourse, 

airfield flammable, devoured, possessions, ineffective, doused 

Year 3

Topic Changes in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age The Roman Empire and its impact on Britain  

Words children should  
already know opposite, flooded, survive, hunter peaceful, equipment, traditional, local, retreated 

Tier 2 Vocabulary ancient, community, dense, extinct, roaming, prehistory previously, conquered, rebellion, luxurious, culture, settlement 

Tier 3 Vocabulary domesticated, arid, gatherer, nomad, reared, submerged amphitheatre, emperor, aqueducts, invasion, barbarian, forum 
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Year 4

Topic Britain’s settlement by Anglo-Saxons and Scots
The Viking and Anglo-Saxon struggle for the 

Kingdom of England to the time of Edward the 
Confessor 

The achievements of an ancient civilisation -  
Ancient Egypt 

Words children should 
already know

culture, converted, kingdoms, churches, struggle, 
tribes 

monarch, invasion, pagan, ransack, plunder, heir,  
exile, truce, descendant, martyr 

desert, pyramid, revolt, temple, rapid, tomb, 
commemorate 

Tier 2 Vocabulary 
abandoned, defenceless, dominant, missionary, pagan, 

reliant  contested, exile, descendant, heir, plunder, truce 
colossal, stability, society, civilisation, irrigation, 

mysteriously 

Tier 3 Vocabulary 
heptarchy, laden, sporadic, vanquish, viewpoint, 

migration  
decimated, incursion, ransack, severed, martyr, 

marauding 
funerary, hieroglyphs, artefact, pillaged, obelisk, 

pharaoh 

Year 6

Topic Local history studyHow did conflict change our 
local area in WW2? Battle of Britain Windrush Generation 

Words children should 
already know allies, defeated, Luftwaffe, occupation invasion, allies, prejudice, shortages, defeated, 

postpone 
ambitious, migration, descendants, abolish, citizenship, 

carnival, plantation, pioneer, territory 

Tier 2 Vocabulary altitude, boisterous, cemetery, penetrate, strategic, 
supremacy 

ferocious, infantry, civilians, intercept, radar, 
occupation 

intolerance, immigrate, prejudice, colony, emigrate, 
discrimination 

Tier 3 Vocabulary airbase, Axis, Bombardment, Incendiary, Memorial, 
segregation 

anti-Semitic, Luftwaffe, blitzkrieg, evacuated, rationing, 
blackout 

racism, segregation, diversity, disembarked, 
demobilised, iniquitous 

Year 5

Topic Ancient Greece A non-European society that provides contrasts with British history

Words children should  
already know

culture, legacy, founded, civilisation, empire, descendants, repelled, invaders, 
influence 

temple, civilisation, originated, erosion, increase, pyramid, settlement, rainforest, 
tropical, temperate 

Tier 2 Vocabulary democracy, honour, phenomenal, deteriorated, armoured, oppressive population, famine, descendant, declining, citizen, native 

Tier 3 Vocabulary City-state, tyrant, sanctuary, tactical, valiantly, unified deforestation, codex, sacrifice, astronomy, warrior, polytheistic 


